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Candidates should answer in their own words 
and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

1. Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 

(a) Show that the set S={(x,v)lx+y' s4} is a convex set. 

FRts C7, A S= {x.v+y s4} 44T5 
(6) Determine the nature of return to scale for the production function q =10L'K. 

GeT PT q=10L?k GeiMA 45t4 a (Return to scale) P A ANSI 

(c) State the "complementary slackness" theory of Linear Programming Problem. 

() Why is "global optima" also "local optima"? 

(e) What do you mean by two person zero Sum Game? 

Check whether the following input-output system satisfy the Hawkins-Simon 
condition. 

0.4 0.3 0.2 
0-4 0-2 0.3 
0-2 0-4 0.3] 

gExplain the nature of the time path y, =3 +1. 

FAR 1y =3' +1-6a aps TII AI 
(h) What do you mean by Nash-Equilibrium in the context of game theory? 
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5x4 20 2. Answer any four questions from the following: 

(a) Given the demand and supply functions in a competitive market as, 

4i=1200-6p, and qj =2p Find out the equilibrium price and quantity. 

Explain the stability of the market. 

243 

2+3 (6) () Why is the knowledge of dual important in Linear Programming analysis? 

CafRF CatafAR BTA Cas (dual) «T3G C d? 
(i) Find out the dual of the following Problem. 

T6 APptida Cas (dual) fAsrA PTT 

Max z = 5x +6x2 

Subject to 2x +3x s5 

3x1 +4x S12 

-2x 26 

20, 20 

3+2 
(c) Consider a two person zero-sum game where A & B are the two player andA's pay-off matrix is 

B B2 

Determine the optimal mixed strategies for each player and the value of the game. g Te AET-AP CATA A 9R B T RATAY 9R A-43 (-T 

B B2 
4 A4 1 

(d) Using Kuhn-Tucker conditions solve the following maximisation problem: 5 Max: U=xy 
Subject to0 X+ys100 

xs 40 

x, y20 

Kuhn-Tucker o13I TA ARU TIR1 NTA HNTA T 
Max: U = x. y 

Subject to X+ys100 

*40 

x, y20 
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(e) Consider the following 2 x 2 inter-industry input coefficient matrix for Lientief 5 

0.4 0-1 Static Open model:0.7 0.6 Suppose that the direct labour input coefficients 

are (5. 2). Determine the equilibrium prices of the two commodities if the wage 
rate is Rs. 10 per unit of labour. 

t TO ABR| F1E0.4 0-1 

0-7 0-6 

() What does Envelope Theorem indicate about the interpretation of the Lagrange 
multipliers used in solving a utility maximising problem subject to Budget 
constraint? 

TR Envelope fUIN ATÁ A? 

3. Answer any two questions from the following: 10x2 200 

(a) Write a short note on consumption possibility Locus in the Leontief Satic Open 10 

Model. 

(b) Suppose the demand and supply functions for a particular commodity areas 5+5 

follows: 

=a-bp (a,b>0) and q' =-c+dp(c, d>0). Find the Time Path of price and 

interpret the different components of the expression you have derived. 

=a-bp (a, b> 0) 4R q =-c+dp (c, d> 0) I iCAA T- AÍAT CONT 

10 (c) Using Linear Programming (LP) technique solve the following game (Zero Sum): 

B1 B2 

42 
A26 

B B2 

A 2 
A2L 6 
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4+6 (d) (i) Prove that Minimax Maximin. 

(i) Consider the pay off matrix (4 & B two players): 

B2 B 

4 

Find the optimal strategies of the two players as well as the value of the game. 

B B2 

A 
A26 

5 

4 
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